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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. DEFINITION. A semipartial geometry is an incidence structure 
S = (P, B, I) for which the following properties are satisfied: 
(i) Any point is incident with u + 1 (U 3 I) lines and two distinct 
points are incident with at most one line; 
(ii) Any line is incident with s + 1 (s > 1) points and two distinct 
lines are incident with at most one point; 
(iii) If two points are not collinear, then there are 01 (CX > 0) points 
collinear with both; 
(iv) If a point x and a line L are not incident, then there are 0 or t 
(t > 1) points xi and, respectively, 0 or t lines Li such that x I L, 1 xi 1 L, 
If the points (resp. lines) x and y (resp. L and M) are collinear (resp. 
concurrent), then we write x - y (resp. L - M); otherwise we write x + y 
(resp. L + M). 
1.2. Remarks. (a) t <min(u+ l,s+ l).Ift =s+ 1, anytwopoints 
are collinear, and S is a 2-design. For the remainder of this paper we suppose 
that this is not the case, unless the contrary is stated, and so t < min(u + 1, s). 
(b) Evidentlyol<(u+l)t.Letx-z,z-y,x+y,xILIz. The 
t lines incident with y and concurrent with L are denoted by Ml ,..., Mt . 
Since x is collinear with t points of Mi , i = l,..., t, we have t2 < CL. Hence 
t2 < 01 < (U + 1)t holds. 
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1.3. Particular cases. (a) A semipartial geometry with parameters U, s, t, 
and 01 is a partial geometry if and only if (U + I)t = (Y. Partial geometries 
were introduced by Bose [2]. 
(b) A semipartial geometry with t = 1 is a partial quadrangle. Partial 
quadrangles were introduced by Cameron [3]. 
1.4. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES. We only give examples of semipartial 
geometries which are not partial geometries. 
(a) Consider a Baer subplane PG(2, q) [5] of the projective plane 
PG(2, q2). Let PG(2, q2) be embedded in the projective space PG(3, q2). If 
we call P the set of points of PG(3, q2) which do not belong to PG(2, qz), B the 
set of lines of PG(3, q2) which do not belong to PG(2, q2) and contain exactly 
one point of PG(2, q), and I the incidence relation of PG(3, qz), then (P, B, I) 
is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = q(q + l), s = q2 - 1, t = q, 
and N = q(q + 1). 
(b) Consider a unital U [5] of the plane PG(2, q2) (i.e., a 2 - 
(q3 + 1, q + 1, 1) design in that plane). Let PG(2, q2) be embedded in the 
projective space PG(3, q2). If we define P, B, and 1 in the same way as above, 
then (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = q3, s = q2 - 1, 
t = q, and N = q2(q” - 1). 
(c) Consider an ovoid 0 [5] of the projective space PG(3, q). Let 
PG(3, q) be embedded in the projective space PG(4, q). If we define P as the 
set of points of PG(4, q) which do not belong to PG(3, q), B as the set of lines 
L of PG(4, q) which do not belong to PG(3, q) and such that ] L n 0 [ = I, 
and 1 as the incidence relation of PG(4, q), then (P, B, I) is a semipartial 
geometry with parameters u = q2, s = q - 1, t = 1, and 01 = q(q - I). 
This semipartial geometry, which is a partial quadrangle, is due to Cameron 
131. 
(d) Let Q be a nonsingular hyperquadric of the projective space 
PG(4, q). If we define P as the set of 2-dimensional elliptic quadrics (i.e., the 
nonsingular 2-dimensional quadrics of index 1 [5]) on Q, B as the set of 
bundles of such elliptic quadrics which are tangent to each other in a common 
point, and I as the natural incidence relation, then (P, B, I) is a semipartial 
geometry with parameters u = q”, s = q - 1, t = 2, and 01 = 2q(q - 1). 
This example is from Metz [8]. 
(e) Consider a (d - 2)-dimensional subspace PG(d - 2, q) of the 
projective space PG(d, q) (d > 3). Call P the set of lines of PG(d, q) which 
have no point in common with PG(d - 2, q). Call B the set of planes of 
PG(d, q) which have exactly one point in common with PG(d - 2, q). An 
element x of P is incident with an element L of B iff x is contained in L. Then 
(P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters u=((qd-I- l)/(q- I))- I, 
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s=q2- 1, t = q, and 01 = q(q + 1) [4]. If d = 3 then (P, B, I) is a partial 
geometry. 
(f) Let G be a graph with valency r (>l), girth 5, and the minimal 
number 1 + rz of vertices [I]. Then necessarily r E (2, 3, 7, 57) [l]. If r = 2, 
then G is isomorphic to the pentagon; if r = 3, G is isomorphic to the 
Petersen graph [l]; if r = 7, G is isomorphic to the graph of Hoffman and 
Singleton [7]; for r = 57 it is not known whether or not such a graph exists. 
1. Define P as the set of vertices of G, B as the set of edges of G, and 1 
as the natural incidence relation. Then (P, B, I) is a partial quadrangle with 
u=r-l,s=t=a:=l. 
2. Define P as the set of vertices of G. Let B be the set {C, II .Y E P)., 
with C, the set of vertices adjacent to x. If 1 is the natural incidence relation, 
then (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = s = t = r - 1 
and 01 = (r - 1)” (see 7). 
(g) Define P as the set of lines of PG(n, q) (n 3 3), B as the set of 
planes of PG(n, q), and 1 as the inclusion relation. Then (P, B, I) is a semi- 
partial geometry with parameters u = ((q”-l - I)/(q - 1)) - 1, s = q(q i- l), 
t = q + 1, and o( = (q + 1)“. Note that (P, B, I) is a partial geometry if 
and only if rr = 3. 
(h) Let r be a symplectic polarity [5] of PG(2n + 1, q), n >, 1. Let P 
be the point set of PG(2n + 1, q), B the set of lines which are not totally 
isotropic with respect to n, and 1 the incidence relation of PG(2n f 1, q). 
Then (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = q2n - 1, s = q, 
t = q, and 01 = q2n+1 - q2”. 
2. COMPUTATION OF SOME CONSTANTS AND DIVISIBILITY CONDITIONS BETWEEN 
THE PARAMETERS 
2.1. Computing by two different methods the number of ordered pairs 
(x, L), where x E P, L E B, and x 1 L, we get: v(u + 1) = b(s + l), where 
v=]Plandb=IBI. 
2.2. Computing by two different methods the number of ordered triples 
(x, y, z), where x E P, y E P, z E P, x - y, x + z, and y - z, we get v = 
1 + (U + 1) ~(1 + U(S - t + 1)/a). There follows that 01 I u.s(u + l)(s - t + 1). 
2.3. For any point x and any line L which are not incident, we define 
<x, L) as the number of points incident with L and collinear with x. For any 
line L (resp. point x) we define Q (resp. b,) as the number of points x 
(resp. lines L) for which (x, L) = t. 
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Considering a line L and computing by two different methods the number 
of ordered pairs (x, M), where x E P, A4 E B, x I L, x 1 M and M N L, we 
get: 2~~ = US(S + 1)/t, and consequently t 1 US(S + 1). 
Considering a point x and computing by two different methods the number 
of ordered pairs (L, y), where L E B, y E P, x I L, y 1 L and x - y, we get 
b, = US(U + 1)/t, and consequently t / US(U + 1). 
2.4. Let x and y be two points which are not collinear. Then the number 
of lines L for which x 1 L and ( y, L) = t is given by a/t, and so t 1 01. 
2.5. Now we consider two noncollinear points x and y. Then the number 
of lines M which are not incident with x or y, and for which (x, M) = t and 
‘,Js, M>, = 0 is given by 
(((s - t)(u + 1 - a/t)cY/t) + (u + 1 - a/t)s(u - ol/t))/t 
= ((u + 1)t - oI)(su - a)/t2. 
If S is not a partial geometry then (U + 1)t > 01, and so su > a.’ Also 
t* / ((u + I)t - OI)(SU - a). Now from 2.3 and 2.4 it follows that t2 / MU. 
2.6. Now we consider two collinear points x and y. Then the number of 
lines M which are not incident with x or y, and for which (x, M) = t and 
(y,M)=O is given by u(s+l-t)(u+l-u/t)/t=u(s+l-t)x 
((u + l)t - 41t2, and consequently t2 / U(S + 1 - t)((u + I)t - a). Now 
from 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 it follows that t2 I u((u + 1)t - a). 
3. THE GRAPH OF A SEMIPARTIAL GEOMETRY 
The graph of a semipartial geometry with parameters U, s, t, and 01 is the 
graph whose vertices are the points of the semipartial geometry and where 
two distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding points are 
collinear. 
It is immediately clear that this graph is connected and strongly regular [2] 
with parameters c = 1 + (U f 1) ~(1 + U(S - t + 1)/a), IZ~ = (U + l)s, 
pjl = u(t - I) + s - I and pfl = 01. Consequently we have 
[pY = [ 
U(f- l)ls- 1 u(s - t + 1) 
24(s - t + 1) 1 (us(u + l)(S - t + 1)/a) - U(S - t + 1) ’ 
4. THEOREM. If S = (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters 
u, s, t, and o, then D = (u(t - 1) + s - 1 - a)” + 4((u + 1)s - a) dways 
is a square, except for the case u=s=t=a=I, where D=5 
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(and then S is a pentagon). Moreover ((24 + 1)s + (v - l)(u(t - 1) C s - 
1 - (Y + D1~2)/2)/D1~2 is an integer. 
Proof. If A is the adjacency matrix of the graph of the semipartial 
geometry, then A2 ~ (u(t - 1) + s - 1 - a)A - ((u + 1)s - LX)Z = d. 
Hence the eigenvalues of A are c,, = (u f 1)s (the valency of the graph), 
c1 and c2 with respective multiplicities m, = 1, m, and m2 , where c1 and c2 are 
the roots of the quadratic equation xB - (u(t - I) + s - 1 - a)x - 
((u + 1)s ~ a) = 0. 
If we now put D=(u(t-1)+s-1-~)z+4((u+I)s-~), then 
C I = (u(t - 1) + s - 1 -- o( + D1/2)/2 and cg = (u(t - I) + s - 1 - 
LX - D112)/2. We note that c1 # c2 (from D = 0 it follows that u(t - 1) t 
s - 1 - a: = 0 and (u f 1)s - LY. = 0, and so u(t - s - I) = 1 or 
II = 1 and t = s + 2, a contradiction). Now from m, f m, + mz = L 
and c,m, f clml f c2m2 = tr A = 0, we get 
ml =’ (-(u + 1)s - ((0 - l)(u(t - 1) + s - 1 - 01)/2) + (u - I) D1~2/2)/D’~2 
and 
in2 = ((u + 1)s + ((a - l)(u(t - 1) + s - 1 - ~$2 + (C - 1) D1/2/2)/D1/2. 
It follows that ((u f 1)s f (v - l)(u(t - I) t s - 1 - CY + D1’2)/2)/D1lz is 
an integer. 
Suppose D is not a square. Then, as m, and M.) are integers, (U + 1)s + 
(1: - I)(u(t ~ 1) + s - 1 - 01)/2 = 0 (*). Since v > 3, u(t - 1) + s - 
1 - 01 < 0, or 01 3 u(t - 1) + s. From (U + 1)s < v - 1 (if (u + 1)s + 1 = L’, 
then f = s + 1) it follows that 01 < u(t - 1) + s. So 01 = u(t -- 1) -C s. 
Consequently 2.2 yields v = 1 + (U + 1) ~(1 $ U(S - I $- l)/(u(t - 1) + s)), 
while (*) gives v = 2(u + 1)s + I. Hence t = 1 + (U - l)s/2u, and so u j s 
and 01 I= (U + l)s/2. Now 01 < (U + I)t implies s < 2~. So s = II or s = 2~. 
Suppose s = 2~. Then t = u and a = u(u + 1). But then D = (1 + 2u)‘=‘, 
which contradicts the assumption that D is not a square. 
So necessarily s = U, t = (U + 1)/2, and cy. = u(u + 1)/2. Now we 
consider two noncollinear points x and y. Then the number of lines M which 
are not incident with x or y, and for which (x, M) = t and (y, M) = 0 is 
given by u(u - I)/(u + I) (see also 2.5), which is an integer if and only if 
u = 1. Consequently s = u = t = a: = 1 and D = 5 (so S is necessarily 
the pentagon). 
5. THEOREM. A semipartial geometry which is not a partial geometry, 
has at least as many lines as points. 
Proof. Let S = (P, B, I) be a semipartial geometry which is not a partial 
geometry, M its incidence matrix, and A the adjacency matrix of its graph. 
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Then it is clear that MMT = (U + 1)Z + A. Suppose that u > b. Since 
rank MMT < b, MM* is singular and so -(u + I) is an eigenvalue of A. 
Hence (U + 1)” + (u(t - 1) + s - 1 - u.)(u + 1) - ((a + 1)s - a) = 0, 
which is equivalent to 01 = (u + 1)t. Consequently S = (P, B, I) is a partial 
geometry, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. Zf S = (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters 
u, s, t, and 01 such that 01 < (u + l)t, then u > s. 
6. SEMIPARTIAL GEOMETRIES CORRESPONDING TO PARTICULAR SUBSETS OF 
THE PROJECTIVE PLANE PG(2, q) 
6.1. Let K be a proper subset of the point set of the projective plane 
PG(2, q). A line of PG(2, q) is called an exterior line, a tangent, or a secant 
of K, according to whether it has 0, 1, or at least 2 points in common with K. 
If we now define P as the set of points of PG(2, q) which do not belong to K, 
B as the set of secants of K, and 1 as the incidence relation of PG(2, q), then 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry if and only if K is a maximal 
(k; n}-arc with 1 -=z n < q. 
Proox A maximal {k; n}-arc [6] may be defined as a nonvoid set of k 
points meeting every line in just n points or in none at all (then necessarily 
k = qn - q + n). 
If K is a maximal arc with 1 < IE < q, then it follows immediately that 
(P, B, I) is a partial geometry with parameters u = q(1 - l/n), s = q - n 
and t = (q - n)(l - l/n) [lo]. 
Conversely, suppose (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry. Then it is clear 
that each secant has exactly q - s points in common with K. Now we consider 
two cases. 
(a) K has no exterior lines. Then Tallini-Scafati [9] proved that K is 
a line, a Baer subplane, or a unital of PG(2, q). 
If K is a Baer subplane, then u is equal to 0, which is impossible. 
Next, suppose that K is a unital. Let L be a secant of K, and suppose that 
L n K = (x, , x1 ,..., x+,~}. Suppose that A4 is the tangent of K at x0 . If the 
tangent of K at x1 contains the point y of M, then (y, L) >, q - 2q1i2 + I. 
If r is a point of A4 - {x0} which is incident with no tangent of K at xi, 
i = I,..., q1i2, then (z, L) = q - 2q1j2. Hence q ~ 2q1/2 = 0 or q = 4. 
In this case u = 0, a contradiction. 
Finally we remark that, if K is a line, then the geometry contains only one 
line, a contradiction. 
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(b) There is at least one exterior line. Let K’ be the set of exterior lines 
of K. Then it is easy to prove that K’ is a maximal arc of the dual plane of 
PG(2, q), and consequently K = 0, 1 K 1 = 1, or K is a maximal arc meeting 
any line in 0 or n, 1 < n < q, points [IO]. Since 1 K I > I, K is a maximal arc 
with 1 < IZ < q. 
6.2. Let PG(2, q) be a projective plane embedded in the three-dimensional 
projective space PG(3, q), and let K be a proper subset of PG(2, q). If we 
now define P as the set of points of PG(3, q) which do not belong to PG(2, q), 
B as the set of lines L of PG(3, q) which do not belong to PG(2, 4) and for 
which 1 L n K ( = 1, and 1 as the incidence relation of PG(3, q), then we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry if and only if K is a Baer 
subplane, a unital, or a {qn - q + n; n>-arc with 1 < n < q. 
Proof. If K is a Baer subplane of PG(2, q) then (P, B, I) is a semipartial 
geometry with parameters u = ql/z(qllz + I), s = q - 1, t = q1’2, and 
a = ql/Z(q1/2 + 1). 
If K is a unital of PG(2, q) then (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with 
parameters u = q(q1j3), s = q - I, t = q1j2, and 01 = q(q - 1). 
If K is a {qn - q + n; n>-arc with 1 < n < q then (P, B, I) is a partial 
geometry with parameters u = (q + l)(n - I), s := q - I, and t = n - 1 [ 101. 
Conversely, if (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters U, s, t, 
and a, then 1 K / = u + 1 and each line of PG(2, q) has 0, 1, or t + 1 points 
in common with K. Also, it is easy to prove that in PG(2, q) each point of K 
is incident with u/t secants and q -t 1 - u/t tangents of K, and that each 
point of PG(2, q) - K is incident with ar/t(t + I) secants, u + 1 - a/t 
tangents, and q - u + ol/(t + 1) exterior lines of K. Let us now consider 
two cases. 
(a) K has no exterior lines. As before this means that K is a line, 
a Baer subplane, or a unital of PG(2, q). But note that a line never provides 
a semipartial geometry (if K is a line, then a: = 0). 
(b) There exists at least one exterior line of K. If we then define K’ 
to be the set of exterior lines of K, then K’ is a maximal arc of the dual 
projective plane of PG(2, q). And hence K is a maximal arc of PG(2, q). 
Finally we note that K has qn - q + n points, with 1 < n < q. 
7. SOME PARTICULAR CASES 
7.1. t = u + 1. As t2 < oi < (U + l)t, u = (u + 1)” and so the semi- 
partial geometry is a partial geometry. Since t = u + 1 the partial geometry 
is a dual design. 
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7.2. t = u. 
THEOREM. If S = (P, B, I) is a semipartialgeometry withparameters u, s, t, 
and 01, where u = t, then S is a net or u = t = s, cy. = ~3, and u E { 1, 2, 6, 56). 
Proof. Suppose that the semipartial geometry S is not a partial geometry 
(note that a partial geometry with u = t is a net [5]). Then, as t < s and 
u 3 s, s = u = t. From t2 < LY < (U + I)t and t ) CX, it follows that a: = z?. 
If u = 1, then the semipartial geometry is isomorphic to the ordinary 
pentagon. If u # 1, D = 1 t- 4~ must be a square and consequently 
u = m(m + 1) with m an integer. Since (1 + 4u)liz divides (U + 1)~ + 
(u + 1)2((1 + 4z01/” - I)/2 (see 4) we have m E (1, 2, 71. 
THEOREM. The existence of a semipartial geometry, which is not a net, with 
parameters u, s, t = u, and 01 is equivalent to the existence of a graph with 
zyalencv u + 1 (> l), girth 5, and the minimal number 1 + (u + 1)2 of vertices. 
Proof. Let S = (P, B, I) be a semipartial geometry with parameters 
u, s, t = u, and ct, which is not a net. Then, by the preceding theorem 
u = s = t, ~1 = u2, and u E {I, 2, 6, 56). The graph G of S is strongly regular 
[2] with parameters L’ = 1 + (1 + u)~, n, = u(u + I), pi1 = u2 - I, 
pi, = p& = p;, = piI = u, pi2 = 1, pfl = u2, pi2 = 0. Consequently the 
complementary graph G is strongly regular with parameters E = 1 + (1 + u)~, 
ii1 = u + 1, p:, = 0, pl -2 2 = pi, = pf2 = pi, = u, j-$, = u2, p;, = 1) pz2 = 
u2 - 1. From pi, = u, & = 1 and pi, = 0 it follows immediately that e 
has a proper circuit [I] of length 5. From pi, = 0 and & = 1 it follows that 
G has no triangles or quadrangles. Consequently G has girth 5 [l]. Since 
V = 1 + (u + 1)2 and El = u + 1, G has valency u + 1 and the minimal 
number of vertices [l]. 
Conversely, let G be a graph of valency u + 1 (>I), girth 5, and the 
minimal number 1 t (u + 1)" of vertices. Then G is strongly regular with 
parameters fi = 1 + (u + l)“, fi, = u -1 1, pi, = 0, and pi, = 1. For any 
vertex x of G we define C, to be the set of vertices adjacent to x. Remark that 
/ C, 1 = u + 1, that for distinct vertices x and y we have C, # C, , and 
that distinct points x and y are incident with a common element C, iff x and y 
are nonadjacent vertices of G. Now it is easy to show that S = (P, B, I), 
with P the vertex set of G, B = {C, /i x E P} and 1 = E, is a semipartial 
geometry with parameters u = s = t and c1 = u2, and thus a semipartial 
geometry which is not a net and for which u = t. 
Remarks. (a) If (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters 
u = s = t = 01 = I, it follows immediately that (P, B, I) is isomorphic to 
the ordinary pentagon. 
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(b) If (P, B, I> is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = s = c = 2 
and cy = 4, it is easy to see that (P, B, I) is isomorphic to the Desargues 
configuration. The complement of its graph is isomorphic to the Petersen 
graph [Il. 
(c) If (P, B, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters u = s = t = 6 
and 01 = 36, then the complement of its graph is isomorphic to the Hoffman- 
Singleton graph [7]. Consequently, in this case the semipartial geometry is 
also uniquely defined by its parameters. 
(d) It is not known whether or not a graph with valency 57, girth 5, 
and 3250 vertices can exist [l], and hence we do not know if there exists a 
semipartial geometry with parameters u = s = t = 56 and a: = 3136. 
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